Who we are

A key element of SCS Concept is its ability to support customers in all the stages of the process, providing highly qualified technical consultancy for critical productive and industrial problems, bringing together disparate experiences into effective synergy. SCS to develop a range of innovative products for measurement and control in tightening processes. Since 2009, SCS Concept has become the supplier of electronic torque/angle wrenches for quality control and production, data collectors, test benches and software of the major automotive manufacturers worldwide.

Contacts

carlo.tresoldi@scsconcept.com
Tel. +39 366 3543343

Product description

- Electronical torque & angle wrenches for quality control and production
- Acquisition units
- Static and dynamic transducers cable connected or wireless
- Test benches for power tools and torque wrenches
- Software solutions for management of QC and production results
- Customized solutions
- SCS is an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory for torque and angle measurement.

www.scsconcept.com